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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This first edition of the ‘Secondary & Carbon Negative Aggregate Market in Great Britain’ report (2022)
focuses on the secondary / manufactured aggregates producing industry in Great Britain. The report
provides historical trends, current structure and prospects for the secondary aggregates market,
information on manufacturers, commentary on routes to market, sustainability and challenges associated
with secondary aggregates and the impact and relevance of secondary aggregates to the aggregates
marketplace of Great Britain.
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2. REPORT OVERVIEW
This report, produced by BDS Marketing Research (BDS), is the first edition of the ‘Secondary & Carbon
Negative Aggregate Market in Great Britain’ report (2022). The report focuses on secondary aggregates,
carbon negative aggregates and considers market activity within the industry, both current and anticipated
for the future. BDS is well placed to provide an understanding of the identified market having researched
and reported on aggregates (primary, recycled and secondary) for in excess of 30 years.
The ‘Secondary & Carbon Negative Aggregate Market in Great Britain’ report is a sister report to the BDS
‘Survey of the Aggregates producing industry in Great Britain’ last published in 2021.
Notes for the report:
• The terms recycled and secondary aggregates are often used interchangeably to reflect nonprimary aggregates; where this occurs within the report this will be referenced as ‘recycled /
secondary aggregates’.
• The words ‘production’ and ‘demand’ are used interchangeably within the report.
• Estimates provided throughout the report relate to aggregates production in thousands of
tonnes for the identified year.

2.1.

Background & Purpose

Aggregates are used in a multitude of ways with the largest proportion of aggregates utilised within the
construction industry (used in their own right as well as in downstream products such as asphalt, ready
mixed concrete, mortar and concrete products) followed by the infrastructure industry (within roads,
railways, airports, ports, energy and utilities). The demand for aggregates continues to move in parallel with
the approval and development of major new infrastructure projects and for this reason it is important to
consider and review the GB aggregates market on a regular basis. Whilst this report focuses on secondary
aggregates and the impact within the construction industry BDS produce a range of industry reports that
focus on other heavy building material sectors, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Aggregates Industry of Great Britain
The Asphalt Industry of Great Britain
The Cement Industry of Great Britain
The Ready-Mix Concrete Industry of Great Britain
The Concrete Products Industry of Great Britain
The Brick Industry of Great Britain
The Aggregates Replenishment Industry of Great Britain
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2.2.

BDS Market Intelligence

BDS is an independent and innovative market research consultancy with over 30 years’ experience
specialising in minerals, heavy building materials industries and waste sectors. BDS provides marketing
intelligence, insight and reports in addition to bespoke consultancy in the following areas: Aggregates,
Ready Mixed Concrete, Asphalt, Cement, Concrete Products, Waste Management, and related sectors

Intelligent Reports
BDS has a reputable portfolio of publicly available industry reports, amongst these are the BDS annual
estimated outputs and market shares for key sectors including aggregates, asphalt, ready mixed concrete,
concrete products and cement. Examples of other reports published by BDS include:
•
•
•
•
•

Estimated reserves of pits and quarries in Great Britain
Outputs and market shares of Great Britain aggregates companies
Estimated outputs of aggregates moved through rail depots
Directory of recycled aggregates plants in Great Britain
Estimated outputs of packed products plants in Great Britain

Intelligent Planning
BDS monitor planning activity on a range of market sectors and products on a continuous basis across all
the planning authorities in Great Britain, Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. This information is
made available to clients via the BDS online portal and monthly reports, through an annual subscription.
For the aggregates industry, all planning activity relating to developments for minerals is tracked and
published to subscribers.

Intelligent Consultancy
BDS has an extensive list of clients who commission bespoke, independent and industry sectors surveys and
studies. These include market size assessment & analysis / prospects for new investments / business &
product development / acquisition appraisals / commercial due diligence / company analysis, markets &
prices / market-based research.
For further information on any of the above reports or market surveys, please ------ email enquiries@bdsmarketing.co.uk
- or visit the BDS website at www.bdsmarketing.co.uk
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